Although SGPs nest on top of most of the bedrock plateau areas, this is by far the most sensitive of the nest sites due to its accessibility from the present day beach environment.

This archaeological site lies just over 25 metres from the SGP nest site adjacent and thus the approach must be carefully managed at all times.

Ships anchorage lies approximately 1.5nm from the landing beach and has little protection from swell. Consideration of this needs be made when attempting to visit this site.

Additional walking option (c.400m) to another two wallows and views on the Rotch ice cliffs and proglacial environment.

Area marked BP (bedrock plateau, not exclusive) should be off-limits due to density of vegetation (vascular plants, lichens and mosses), and scattered SGP nests

Small boat landing area

Yellow walking route is approx. 2.5-2.8 km longhand includes passing over marine terraces and by bedrock plateaux onto the moraine. There are views down into the proglacial environment and onto the Rotch Dome. On several occasions you pass lagoons rich with blue-green algal mats.

Additional 500m walk (one way) to the ice cliffs of the Rotch Dome. Weddell seals and Leopard seals can often be viewed along this beach in addition to further Elephant and fur seals.

Additional walking option (c.400m) to another two wallows and views on the Rotch ice cliffs and proglacial environment.